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Central Eastside Real
Estate Values Still Rising
Values continue to rise at slower yet healthy levels over the last year 
or more for commercial real estate throughout the close in eastside 
commercial and industrial areas of Portland.  This may be surprising 
to many that want to paint the commercial real estate market with the
negative brush of the adverse national real estate news that seems to
bombard the media on a daily basis.  As one bank economist said
recently " Portland has escaped the negative influences affecting other
major markets and remains a shining light as a healthy real estate 
market"   While most of the news anyone generally sees on TV or in
newspapers involves the residential market, the commercial/industrial
markets nationwide continue to be generally strong  with declining
vacancy rates, price appreciation and growing new construction.  This 
of course varies over property type and location, but Portland reflects
that positive situation with the Central Eastside probably leading the
pack in the metro area in it's durability and desirability and thus also 
in rising values for commercial Property.
I look at the close in eastside areas as generally those mixed areas of
commercial and industrial buildings stretching from the border with the
city of Milwaukie to the south up through the Central Eastside into north
and northeast Portland.  The Central Eastside's borders meander from
SE 26th to SE 12th depending on the area.  This is a very unique area
with a wide mix of age, type and size of buildings than you will not find
in any other sub-market in the metro area.  From 70 year old multi-story
buildings, to small recently constructed block buildings to metal and
wood frame older manufacturing facilities.  These varied types of build-
ings give the area its appeal, "funkiness" and creative character.  While
this vast difference in buildings is the Central Eastside's strength, it also
makes market analysis or overall market statements and predictions
more difficult as most buildings in the district are like snowflakes...
slightly different. Suburban markets like the airport or Sunset Corridor
where a higher degree of homogeneity exists, market analysis is much
easier. The Central Eastside defy’s labels and blanket statements but let's
try to give at least some overall status and guidance to the present and
future regarding values of commercial real estate in the area.
While the overall commercial real estate market in Portland remains
cautiously healthy, there are certain indigenous factors that is making
the Central Eastside probably more attractive and sought after than any
other area.  Proximity.  The Central Eastside location, just across one 
of Portland's beautiful bridges from a very vibrant core area as well 
as having very good access to freeways, remains it's top drawing card.  
Add to this a short hop to attractive residential areas like Ladd's 
addition, Hawthorne, Eastmoreland, Alameda and Irvington makes 
for business owners and key employees commutes to their place of 
business almost enjoyable. It also makes bicycling, walking and mass
transit legitimate options for transportation. Uniqueness: As I alluded 
to earlier, the close in areas have a wide range of buildings with 
varying sizes, architecture, history and layouts while not optimum to 
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many "textbook" type of firms works in the area's favor.  The funky nature of much of the real estate caters directly to the creative
and entrepreneurial nature of the individuals and businesses that is forming Portland's economic backbone and providing much of
the job growth which shuns the conventional antiseptic and pricing nature of new or renovated office / commercial space in tradi-
tional suburban or downtown buildings.  Like it or not the close in eastside is cool and hip. The challenge and resourcefulness of
renovating and putting a company's unique imprint on "different" spaces and buildings aligns with the creative nature of the 
individuals and the industries in which they are involved.  ( Type and Size of Buildings ) The wide ranging types of buildings also
allows for renovation for a wide range of businesses and uses such as pure office; manufacturing; distribution; or retail/wholesale.
When this amount of uses and flexibility can be accommodated then there is a larger market making up demand for that type 
of space. Also most of the buildings in the Central Eastside are 20,000 sf or under whereby Portland is inordinately populated 
by start-ups or firms with less than 20 employees who want these smaller spaces and buildings. In addition there are dozens of
multi-story former warehouses that have been renovated into smaller spaces (i.e. Eastbank Commerce Center/B & O Warehouse)
that allows open, collaborative and flexible spaces. Services: Over time a network has developed of a wide range of firms in the
Central Eastside that provide a certain synergy to each other.  One of the main drivers has been a multitude of firms that cater to
the construction and remodeling markets.  Firms involved in tile, building supplies, plumbing, electrical, furnishings and more
have become a stalwart of close in northeast and southeast areas where proximity to each other is an advantage and it has not hurt
that the residential and commercial real estate markets in Portland have been experiencing protracted growth over the last 5-6
years.  In addition there is stable cadre of business services such as printers, office supply, furniture and other support type firms
that are handy to have nearby.  Plus the Central Eastside has easy access to legal, financial, insurance and other support services
in Portland's downtown core.  Add to that a growing amount of retail business, restaurants, and fun places to share an adult beverage
after work means many firms and their employees do not need to venture far to find those amenities to maintain and grow their
business and maybe more importantly to recruit and maintain employees.

How does that translate into real estate and values you ask? It basically means that many firms and the people that run them 
have a strong desire to locate to the central eastside or if outgrowing a space or building in the area has a desire to maintain 
their address in the Central Eastside.  Couple this with a finite amount of buildings and no real room to build more and a general
trend of owners not wanting to sell buildings and you have demand for space and buildings consistently outstripping supply. This
is most acute when businesses or investors want to own their own facility. Paul Jackson an appraiser with his own firm, Cassinelli
Jackson, has conducted many appraisals in the Central Eastside and owns property there believes: "The Central Eastside is 
probably the most desirable investment area in the metro area, because it is so vibrant and because it has many small buildings
which makes it is accessible to a wide range of users and investors"

There are several "rules of thumb" that can substantially affect value in the close in eastside areas some of which are somewhat
obvious and others that may not be.

Location:  Duh!  Values are greater for buildings along major through-fares such as SE 11th; 12th & 7th with better access to
freeways and bridges to the downtown core. Values are also slightly better in the more central areas from the river to Southeast
12th and between Powell and into Northeast Portland. 

Zoning: Another fairly obvious one.  The higher the zoning the more value in the property because zonings such as EG or EX
allows for higher and more intense uses such as office, retail and even residential uses than the predominant industrial zoning in
the area which is IG2. Properties along main transportation routes such as Grand; MLK and SE 7th have traffic exposure that also
helps push values skyward. The new EOS (Employment Opportunity Sub-area) zoning which allows a higher proportion of retail
and office also may provide some additional value but since it was just adopted it will be wait and see proposition.  Paul Jackson
thinks having an EX zoning which allows a wide range of uses including residential gives properties and a height limit of 75'
results in a 25% premium in value for a property and maybe more if along higher traffic boulevards.

Size:  Size does matter and in this case smaller buildings tend to garner significantly higher prices per square foot.  There seems
to be a sweet spot in the 5000-10,000 sf range.  Because there is a multitude of smaller firms in Portland and a strong entrepre-
neurial flavor, smaller buildings and spaces have a large audience and thus demand which has pushed prices upward over the last
5-6 years especially.  We have seen smaller buildings (non-multistory) with just a few offstreet spaces in the heart of the central
eastside go for as high as $200.00 psf with most in the lower to mid $100 psf range more common. Consequently a 28,000 sf
building on 2nd and Yamhill went  for $93.00 psf. Paul Jackson, the appraiser, confirms "owners of smaller single level buildings
especially with some off-street parking in core areas can almost call their price".

Parking:  Having parking associated with a building in the core areas is golden.  It is difficult to attach specific numbers that has
to the overall value of a given property but if pressed for a range it is not inconceivable that a value of  $10-20,000 per parking
space would be added to a property with this having the most applicability in the core area of the central eastside.

Condition and Layout:  This can work both ways.  Sometimes older vintage buildings with some interesting architectural detail
can command premiums even though functionally they may have challenges.  Certain firms and investors looking for something
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unique and different will pay a premium for something "different" that has creative rehab possibilities.  But generally buildings
with less open and flexible layouts that  have marginally useable spaces like basements; low ceilings, less windows; hard to
remove interior walls or suspect foundations or roofs will have lower values.  Seismic needs which predominate on multistory
buildings can have substantial negative impacts on values in the district. So buildings generally having vintage characteristics 
and have open floorplans in good shape will command higher values.  The same strong values will be obtained for newer block 
or concrete tilt buildings with accessible loading doors but they will have the most appeal to more traditional industrial users.

One recent testimonial personifys the attraction and thus strong values of  Central Eastside real estate.  Jim Walters, owner of Big
Shot Pictures, a local film and video company who bought a building at 9th and Washington earlier this year is a prime example
of what is taking place in the central eastside.  Walters gushes " I am thrilled every day I drive to work.  I am a big believer in the
inner southeast plus its close to all my vendors and has great access as all my people are coming and going all day long" Walter's
5000 sf building was in great shape with a high degree of offices
and the golden amenity of 11 off street parking spaces which 
justified a stiff $200 psf price for a building that was only being
marketed for lease.  "I looked for three years and I kept bugging
the owners to sell which they finally did". Walters' tough and
lengthy quest is not uncommon for many firms looking in the 
area with few if any buildings for sale.  Walters adds, "It is such 
a cool evolving neighborhood that will just get better.  
You can feel the vibe".

Belmont Place is Getting Closer to Breaking Ground
The large vacant super block on southeast Belmont is not polluted nor is it slated to be an organic vegetable farm or location
for the proposed day laborer center.  It was just waiting for the right large format retail tenant and development concept to
move forward, says Mert Meeker of MBM Properties the real estate agent for the owner Killian Pacific.  Killian has owned 
this former site of the Monte Carlo and Lido restaurants and older former produce warehouses since 2000 when he paid

$2.17 million for the almost three acre site which then
burned to the ground in 2002.  The property has remained
fenced and vacant ever since with a multitude of rumors
swirling on what will take place on the site.

Meeker says negotiations with the anchor tenant are get-
ting closer which will prompt a full speed ahead posture
for the rest of the development.  Current plans call for a
robust 150,000 sf of retail with an anchor tenant possibly
taking 100,000 sf.  Meeker won't divulge any specifics
about any tenants but it is hard not to come up with a 
few guesses.  The 100,000 sf is too big for a grocery
store...could it be one of  those national home improve-
ment behemoths that got lambasted when they showed
interest in the Bridgehead site?  Meeker also adds that up
to 200 units of housing tending towards lofts or condos

will be built on top of the retail.  The EX zoning for the site has a height limit of 75' or most likely seven stories to accommo-
date this much housing.  There will be one level of underground parking and extensive surface spaces.  Groundbreaking
could start as early as second quarter of 2008.

Killian also owns a half block to the east where they also plan to have a additional multistory residential development with
ground floor retail that may or may not be developed at the same time.

The size and scope of this project will undoubtedly stir a mix of emotions among surrounding neighbors and long term busi-
nesses of the central eastside many of whom have feared the "peralization" of an eclectic industrial area.  It will mark a huge
and what most think is an inevitable mixed use advance into what has traditionally been a light industrial neighborhood that
is home to hundreds of small to medium size businesses and over 15,000 jobs.  Obviously the Central Eastside has been
transitioning over the last 10-15 years from older hard core industrial uses into more office, wholesale and creative service
uses occupying some of the older warehouse properties.  But Belmont Place because of its magnitude presents a huge dose
of reality and acceleration in the transformation of the district that may be "too much too fast" for many of the long term
prominent businesses and property owners.  But with an EX zoning that allows these type of uses along with the fact that
developers need to build to maximum capacity the zoning allows to make these projects pencil, those who are worried
should not be surprised that Belmont Place is heading towards reality.

5000 SF Building owned by Big Shot Pictures

Former Monte Carlo site at 10th & Belmont



Just
Wondering.......
ODOT 
Land Sits Idle
When surveying the Central Eastside which has a high degree of density of buildings, and you see large vacant expanses of land,
you have to wonder "What is wrong with this property". That has been my thought on many occasions when accomplishing 
frequent trips down SE Water Avenue or even glancing out my side window on Interstate 5 to see a large parking lot wedged
between the Hawthorne Bridge and the successful East Bank Commerce Center and now the redevelopment of the Holman
Building to the south.  Being involved in the Central Eastside for many years, I knew it was publicly owned but knowing that the
area needs good industrial sites to retain or attract new and growing business', I thought I might do some digging to find out the
history and status of what to me looks like a prime development site that could be the home of thousands of jobs and generate
substantial tax dollars.  Geez, after 6 phone calls I feel like I asked about the location of the Holy Grail or who is buried in the
tomb of the unknown soldier.
I started with with Denyse Griffin at PDC who besides being a wonderful person has also been one of the strongest advocates 
for the Central Eastside for many years.  She confirmed it was owned by Oregon Department of Transportation and has been for
over 15 years. "We (PDC) have told ODOT that we would be very interested in the site if it ever came available"  She like me
confirmed that it could be a great linchpin development site that could be a boon for the Central Eastside because of the success
of East Bank Commerce Center, the redevelopment of the Holman Building and views of the city.  She directed me to ODOT's
long term property manager, Harry Whitney.  A conversation with him confirmed to me that the site is "over three city blocks 
and leased out to OMSI for overflow parking".  Upon further pressing on why ODOT owns it, Harry in a grandfatherly way 
volunteered "It was acquired as part of the planning for a potential south bound access to Interstate 5 that appeared on a regional
transportation plan map back in the 80's.  Until it gets removed from that map we will own it".  Though a a interesting concept
and benefit to the Central Eastside, I thought the I-5 southbound ramp idea died long ago. "What map and how can I find out 
how to remove it from that map" I voiced to Harry.  "Try Metro" he suggested.
My call to Metro led me to Dina Platman, a transportation planner at Metro who was a bureaucratic breath of fresh air.  "That site
is in the proverbial planning limbo" she confided in a frustrated tone.  After some chiding from me about what map is being used
currently that has these ramps on it she looked through her resources to report that the 2004 Regional Transportation Plan Map
does not have the ramps and it along with other items were removed by the City three years ago.  Now I was getting a bit excited
thinking that there was some sort of snowball’s chance in hell that this site in my lifetime  may see some cool buildings occupied
by 100's of smiling and eager people  doing all sorts of important jobs for Portland and the world.  Dina then calmed my excite-
ment by saying "I think until there is some finality to the Loop Study that ODOT will not relinquish this site".  Loop study?
What is that?  More on that later. Next stop: planners at ODOT.
I put a call into Lanie Smith one of the head planners at ODOT in Portland and received a quick call back from one of her charges
who dictatorially told me "We do not relinquish property we own easily". I felt I was trying to wrestle a salmon away from a 
hungry bear. He augmented his initial feelings with "There are some huge questions regarding circulation and access in the
Central Eastside as well as through out the I-405/I-205 loop and until this gets resolved nothing will happen"  As if mentioning 
a secret password I offered "You mean the Loop Study"  'Yes, the Loop Study"  Shazam...the key has been found! The ODOT
planner whose name I never got confirmed as if talking to a third grader,  "Got it?" That is the end of our conversation.  Now a
half day and five calls into the quest, I knew the Loop Study was the Rosetta Stone in my journey, but I also remember Dina at
Metro saying "The Loop Study is stalled, and really is going nowhere right now"  Anyhow this project deserves one more call so
where is the guru of the Loop Study"  A google search of this esoteric concept revealed a website  but all the information revolved
around the 2005 timeframes and I saw nothing recent but did see Steve Iwata's name with PDOT as the contact person.  Steve
called me right back.  "We have been seeking funding for the Loop Study for almost three years mainly as a federal request".  
He admits such a study would cost $1,000,000 and take at least 2-3 years when and if it gets funded.  Such a study will look at a
multitude of issues involving the the I-5/I-205/I-84 loop around the core of downtown Portland and all of us know on any given
week day and many weekend afternoons that this route has more issues than Lindsay Lohan.  He admitted that this study would
once again consider the idea of tunneling the eastside portion of I-5, another idea thought long and buried. Dead End.  The 
temporary glimmer in my eye that there may be a secret door that was cracked open which may lead to this prime piece of 
property being thoughtfully developed to the benefit of the Central Eastside and the City was thrashed but I found some slight
consolation in knowing why even if it did not make too much sense to me.  Wish I never wondered...
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New Seasons Markets Moving Offices/Commissary
"Organic" must be a key word in the lexicon in New Season's Market's business plan.  Organic not in only in the multitude of
locally produced products New Seasons has successfully captured in its offerings but also organic as also in its growth in size and
locations. Brilliantly and effectively filling Portland's yearning for healthful, fresh and locally produced products coupled with a
sincere sustainable and charitable mission and noticeable joyful and helpful employees New Seasons now has quickly expanded
into 8 locations with more planned in the Portland metro area.  This had led to an appetite for more offices and facilities to serve
this sustainable enterprise.  The corporate offices now located above the Division Street store are only four years old yet growth
as made the space too small for its increasing staff which has prompted New Seasons to acquire a site between North Williams
and Vancouver just north of Broadway.  "We are moving offices and also developing a food commissary to support our stores as
we ran out of space at our 20th and Division location" Brian Rhoter of New Season explains.

This approximate one acre site contains three buildings that RH Construction is renovating for New Seasons that they hope will
be ready for occupancy in early fall. This investment addresses
several pressing needs for the growing chain of markets.
Rhoter expands on the advantages of the new site, "We chose
this site because it met our requirements for the immediate
space we needed and also provided room to grow. A large per-
centage of the staff who will have desks at this office spend
most their time traveling to our stores so the proximity of this
location to the freeways was an important factor for us. Many
of our staff walk, ride bikes or use public transportation to get
and from work and this site meets all of those needs." New
Seasons investment adds to the continuing renaissance along
the Williams/Vancouver Avenue corridor from its downtrod-
den blighted past that was prompted by the adoption of the
Albina Community plan in 1998.  With more progressive zoning
designations ; transportation improvements including new bike lanes and its role as a gateway to the burgeoning Mississippi 
and Alberta neighborhoods, the Vancouver and Williams corridor has seen numerous investments bringing new retail, housing
and businesses to previously vacant lots or abandoned storefronts.  This will only continue with two new larger planned mixed
use developments at the former Interstate Bakery site at Williams and Fremont as well as a condo retail development across the 
street on Freemont / Vancouver. 

Visible Central Eastside Stalwart Company set to Move.
Hard not to notice Pacific Coast Fruits Building and it's ubiquitous Fruit company moniker as it stares out at you while you 
often are stuck in traffic along the two lane stretch of  Interstate 5  along the eastside.  Perched against the railroad tracks along
Southeast 2nd Avenue, Pacific Coast Fruit is one of the larger companies in the central eastside. That logo may not be there next
year as Pacific Coast Fruit which started in a small warehouse on Southeast Stark in 1977 and now has 300 employees is set to
move east of the Airport. "We have signed a purchase agreement with the PDC to purchase 8.3 acres on Airport Way.  Our goal is
to be able to start construction on a 125,000 sf building sometime next spring." Says David Nemarnik, President of Pacific Coast
Fruit.  This move is often typical of firms that are born and grow to adulthood in the incubators of the close in industrial areas of
Portland.  As companies reach a certain size of critical mass of both space and employees, the real estate costs, traffic and city
block grid pattern of close in areas actually works to restrict continued growth.  At a certain point for many of these growing 
and  larger firms, the central location and vibrancy especially of the close in eastside quickly gets overshadowed by the lack of
car/truck parking; high real estate costs and congestion.  Many think its is not a negative event but rather a natural progression 
as firms outgrow their original surroundings that was conducive to starting and growing a business but now transitions because 
of its success and size to a more suburban industrial location. 

It is also curious to see that Pacific Coast Fruit lies at the base of the much talked about mixed use Burnside Bridgehead project
which will introduce considerable amount of housing and retail to the area...if it ever gets built.  But Dave Nemarnik counters
that the Bridgehead was not the main reason for moving. " We need to move because we have run out of room in our current
building".  Technology and efficiency also played into the move as Nemarnik continues "The new site will give us a modern
refrigerated warehouse utilizing the latest in technology in energy efficiency  and productivity"  He estimates that their power
needs may drop by as much as half for a building that is 25% larger.

For now Pacific Coast's Fruits mostly refrigerated 91,000 sf building is only for lease and not for sale.
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Office Building Rises from Taylor Electric Ashes
The flames leaped 60' into the air one night in the spring of 2006 on Portland's close in eastside industrial area as fire destroyed an
older full block building housing the operations of Rexel/Taylor.  The charred remnants of the building have remained since then
with the company moving its distribution operations to
Tualatin. The owner, which is the family of the former Taylor
Electric undoubtedly has been dealing with insurance compa-
nies and inevitable questions about what will rise in its place.
That question is moving closer to being answered with the
unveiling of plans by construction company Lorentz-Bruun's
plans for a four story office building on the site located at 1709
S.E. 3rd.
"We have arrangement with Lorentz Bruun Construction to pur-
chase the site and they plan to build a building" says Bill
Taylor.  

This endeavor represents a bold bet on the continuing evolution
of the older close in eastside industrial areas of southeast to
creative and higher uses.  This progression has been gradually
been occurring over the last decade as some of the heavier and
dirtier industrial uses have moved out and some of the multi-story industrially obsolete warehouse space converts to all office,
incubator and creative space.  This has been best reflected by Brad Malsin with Beam Development with the Eastbank Commerce
Center and their current project with the B & O Warehouse redevelopment. But this project represents the first ground up all
office speculative development in the district.  The building will total 65,000 sf of space with underground and surface parking,
views of downtown Portland and environmentally friendly materials seeking a LEED certification that will be geared towards a
headquarters location for a regional or national company. 

Nathan Sasaki a broker representing the project says that a anchor tenant is not necessary for construction to begin next year and
believes the site will attract considerable interest because of the growing attractiveness of the central eastside as well as its access
to downtown, freeways and the esplanade as well as the coming of light rail and the trolley to the district in the coming years.
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